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Thank you for the opportunity to testify today about the status of Affordable Care Act (ACA) markets. Contrary to hyperbolic media coverage, the Affordable Care Act is not in crisis. As a result of underpricing by insurers in early years, and the phase-out of mechanisms to stabilize risk, the markets are undergoing a one-time correction in 2017. Even so, additional policy measures would be prudent to accelerate the transition to equilibrium.

Comparison with pre-ACA markets

When evaluating the status of ACA markets, context is important. Before the ACA, the individual market was volatile and people in rural areas did not have much choice.

The difference is that this market did not work at all for those who needed it. Insurers charged women, older people, and sick people much higher premiums; they restricted or denied coverage entirely for people with pre-existing conditions; they charged consumers much more in deductibles and other out-of-pocket costs; and they did not cover essential benefits such as prescription drugs, mental health care, and maternity care. People with pre-existing conditions were quarantined into severely underfunded high-risk pools.

Even as the ACA put in place consumer protections to address these issues, and enhanced the value of coverage, the average benchmark premium in 2014 was 10 percent lower than the average individual market premium in 2013. In other words, people are getting more coverage for less money.

Millions more people have better financial protection. Although more work needs to be done to increase enrollment, more than 18 million people are enrolled in ACA markets as of March 2016. This estimate is comprised of 11.1 million enrolled in ACA-compliant plans through exchanges and about 7 million people enrolled directly in ACA-compliant plans. Along with the ACA’s expansion of Medicaid coverage, this enrollment has driven the rate of the uninsured to a historic low – giving peace of mind to an additional 21.3 million Americans.

One-time correction in 2017

Contrary to popular perception, the ACA “risk pool” – the balance of healthy and sick enrollees – is stable and improving. From 2014 to 2015, the cost per enrollee in exchanges actually fell by 0.1 percent. The reason is that total enrollment increased by 66 percent in 2015, resulting in a broader risk pool. Although data is not yet available for 2016 and results vary by state, this data is a good sign.

This begs the question: why are insurers increasing premiums substantially or withdrawing from markets?
When the new markets launched in 2014, there were new insurers, new market rules, and a new consumer population. Insurers did not have experience or claims data to accurately price their products. In addition, the markets were hyper-competitive as insurers jockeyed to establish a foothold.

As a result of these factors, insurers significantly under priced premiums in 2014. The average benchmark premium came in 15 percent lower than the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) had projected. According to a study by the Commonwealth Fund, insurers’ actual costs turned out to be 6 percent higher than they had projected. The reinsurance program, which reimburses insurers for the costs of high-cost enrollees, helped to cushion this shortfall.

However, the risk corridor program – which was designed specifically to address pricing uncertainty in a new market – did not. This is because Congress constrained the program and prevented it from operating as intended. Moreover, Congress did so after insurers had already priced their products (for both 2015 and 2016) under the assumption that they did not need to be overly conservative. The resulting risk corridor shortfall is responsible for about two-thirds of the financial losses incurred by insurers in 2014.

The average benchmark premium increased by only 2 percent in 2015 and 7.2 percent in 2016. These increases were not sufficient to close the gap from 2014. Compounding the problem, the reinsurance program began to phase out in 2015 and 2016. As a result of these factors, the gap between actual premiums and expected premiums widened to 20 percent.

Nonetheless, there are signs that insurer financial performance is improving. Whereas not-for-profit Blue Cross plans had an operating loss of 1.1 percent in 2015, they now have an operating profit of 1.5 percent as of the second quarter of 2016 – driven by improvement in their ACA exchange business.

Which brings us to 2017. It is not surprising, given the context discussed above, that the markets are due for a correction. For 2017, the average benchmark premium is expected to increase by about 10 percent. Although this correction is significant, the ACA’s subsidy structure will hold harmless many consumers and act as a stabilizing force. Even after the correction, premiums will be still be much lower than the CBO had projected and 11 percent lower than average individual market premiums would have been in the absence of the Affordable Care Act.

The financial losses of insurers must also be viewed in context. Losses are normal and to be expected whenever a business enters a new market. As Aetna CEO Mark Bertolini explained recently, Aetna’s losses are well below what it would have normally cost the company to expand its business. (In Pennsylvania, where Aetna is withdrawing, it is even profiting.)
Policy options to accelerate equilibrium

Even though ACA markets are not in crisis, with no risk of a death spiral, policymakers should take additional actions to accelerate the transition to equilibrium.

When evaluating policies to further stabilize the risk pool, the administration should err on the side of caution in the short term – acting as urgently and proactively as possible. For their part, to build trust and provide focus, insurers should refrain from opportunistically seeking policy changes that are not absolutely necessary. With this preface, the following menu of policy options should be considered:

The administration should verify eligibility for Special Enrollment Periods (SEPs).

There is some evidence that some individuals are enrolling in exchange plans through SEPs when they are not eligible. For instance, some individuals who applied through SEPs outside of the exchange, but who did not submit any proof of eligibility, subsequently enrolled through the exchange. Although there is no evidence yet that this sort of gaming is widespread, even a small number of high-cost individuals can affect the risk pool. Actuaries believe that verification of SEP eligibility could lower premiums by 2-5 percent.

In designing and implementing a verification process for SEP eligibility, the administration should adopt the following guidelines:

- Verification should only be required when the necessary documentation is easy to provide, such as a utility bill. In the case of the SEP for loss of prior coverage, when individuals leave a plan, insurers should be required to provide a notice that documents the loss of coverage and advertises the opportunity to enroll in exchange coverage through an SEP. If insurers are unwilling to provide this notice, verification for this SEP should not be required.

- Ultimately, verification should only be required when it can be carried out electronically (including through “real time” data checks where possible). Until this system is ready, insurers could be allowed to verify documents and submit a recommendation on eligibility to the exchange, which would retain responsibility for the eligibility determination and appeals.

- If insurers do not make a recommendation to the exchange within 15 days, the applicant is enrolled in coverage.

- Once an applicant’s eligibility is verified, coverage is effective when it otherwise would have been – retroactively if necessary.
With verification, insurers should have confidence that any gaming has been eliminated. For their part, they should then re-instate broker fees for enrollment through SEPs. The administration should enforce parity between broker fees paid for open enrollment and broker fees paid for special enrollment.

The administration should quickly enforce a prohibition against third-party payments from financially interested providers who are steering high-cost patients from Medicare and Medicaid to the exchanges.

For instance, dialysis providers are paying for their patients to receive coverage through exchange plans instead of Medicare. This is significant because dialysis can cost commercial insurance hundreds of thousands of dollars per patient per year.

The administration should continue to refine risk adjustment so that transfers accurately reflect actual costs.

Although costs per enrollee may be stable market-wide, insurers that suffered large financial losses may have attracted a greater share of sick enrollees. The administration has proposed several improvements to the risk adjustment methodology, such as including the cost of prescription drugs.24

In 2014, CMS reported that its risk score model under-predicts actual costs for adults with the lowest costs (by 17 percent for silver plans and by 29 percent for bronze plans) and over-predicts actual costs for adults with the highest costs.25 CMS should adjust its risk score model accordingly to remove this bias or explore retrospective reconciliation using actual claims data.

Because risk adjustment payments are based on the average premium, which includes administrative costs, the formula inflates the amount of transfers, penalizing more efficient plans with lower-than-average administrative costs. CMS should remove administrative costs from the formula.

Finally, CMS must speed up the timing of the process to release more information before insurers price their plans for the following year.

States should establish their own reinsurance programs, with help from federal savings.

In June, Alaska passed legislation establishing a new reinsurance fund.26 This was necessary because Premera, the only insurer remaining in the state, paid out 24 percent of its claims for just 37 high-cost enrollees.27 After enactment of the reinsurance fund, Premera lowered its proposed premium increase for 2017 from 40 percent to 9.8 percent.28
Under Section 1332 Innovation Waivers, the administration should offer states the federal savings that would result from lower premium tax credits to help pay for reinsurance. The administration should quickly issue a template or guidelines to advertise this opportunity and assist states in carrying it out.

The administration and states should expand rating areas to cover larger geographical areas.

The decline in insurer participation and consumer choice is concentrated in rural areas. In states that have a mixture of urban and rural areas, this policy option would provide greater choice in rural areas. Eleven states and the District of Columbia already either have a single rating area or limit variation in premium rates across areas. The administration should set a minimum size of rating areas based on population.

States should prohibit insurers from selling plans exclusively outside of the exchange – or go further and require all plans to be sold through the exchange.

Off-exchange plans have higher administrative costs than on-exchange plans. Although there is a single risk pool for each insurer, insurers that sell plans only outside of the exchange in effect steal enrollees who might help broaden and balance the risk pools of other insurers.

States that have not done so should expand their Medicaid programs.

In states that expanded Medicaid, ACA market premiums are about 7 percent lower than in states that did not. This is because in states that did not expand Medicaid, people with income between 100-138 percent of poverty (a population with poorer health) are included in the exchange risk pool. It is no coincidence that the “states left with the most limited exchange participation as a result of 2017 market exits are likely to be in the south.”

The government should treat federal health care programs holistically and use active purchasing to get the best deal from insurers for all consumers in all programs.

ACA marketplaces are one small part of the nation’s health insurance system. In a true partnership between the government and insurers, insurers would benefit financially across programs and the public’s interest would be served across programs. Insurers that profit from participation in Medicaid and Medicare Advantage (which were not always profitable) should be willing to participate in the exchanges.

For instance, Nevada requires Medicaid managed care plans to offer at least one silver and gold plan in the exchange – perhaps why UnitedHealthcare is participating in Nevada’s exchange while exiting nearly every other state.
Medicaid managed care plans are the most successful exchange plans and also ensure continuous coverage when enrollees switch eligibility.

**Congress should create a “Guaranteed Choice Plan.”**

In perhaps less partisan times, Congress created a “fallback option” in the Medicare Part D prescription drug program.37 In ACA markets, consumers should never be subject to the whims of insurer withdrawals or threats of withdrawals.

The lack of plan choices in rural areas is a problem that long pre-dated the ACA. The reason is that insurers’ fixed costs must be spread over a small potential market population. Recognizing this reality means that private insurers, unless they are heavily subsidized, cannot be relied upon to increase plan choice in rural areas.

**Congress should tackle the high cost of specialty drugs.**

This is one of the biggest factors cited by large insurers for leaving ACA markets.38 Yet to date the insurance industry has done little to push for meaningful reforms. The Center for American Progress is working with insurers and drug manufacturers in an effort to find common ground.

**Congress should increase cost-sharing subsidies to lower deductibles and increase premium tax credits for young and middle-income people.**

For instance, student loan payments should be deducted from income for purposes of determining tax credits and the cliff at the 400 percent eligibility threshold should be smoothed.

**Insurers, too, can take actions to improve the markets.**39

For instance, insurers that are succeeding are very effective at controlling nonmedical administrative costs.40

**Conclusion**

Most of all, the administration, Congress, states, insurers, and other stakeholders should act in a constructive spirit to make the law work and fix any problems that arise – rather than root for its failure or cut and run. As Bernard Tyson, CEO of Kaiser Permanente, said: “I view it through the lens of my mission. It obligates to us to figure it out, not to get out.”41
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